From: Publishing Office <publisher@iccscm.com>
Date: Mon, Dec 21, 2015 at 5:42 AM
To: Salmiza Saul Hamid <salmiza.saulhamid@gmail.com>

Dear Prof. Salmiza,

Congratulations!

We are happy to inform you that after follow up process by the Science and Knowledge Research Society's staff, your paper entitled "Factors Limiting the Implementations of Agile Practices in the Software Industry: A Pilot Systematic Review" is now accepted for publication in the Indian Journal of Science and Technology.

The paper will be online on the website of the journal: [http://www.indjat.org/](http://www.indjat.org/)

Please proceed to the payment of the publication fee by December 25th via the following link: [http://www.sandflex.com/pay01/](http://www.sandflex.com/pay01/)

For any inquiry, only and only contact publisher@iccscm.com

Best Regards,

ICCSCM Publishing Office
Science and Knowledge Research Society

On Thu, Oct 22, 2015 at 3:14 AM, ICCEMS Publisher <publisher@iccems.com> wrote:

Best Regards;
ICCEMS Publishing Office
Science and Knowledge Research Society
On Sun, May 10, 2015 at 7:11 PM, ICCEMS Publisher <publisher@iccms.com> wrote:

Dear Valued Researcher,

We regret to inform you that ScienceAsia journal has decided that your manuscript is not suitable for publication in ScienceAsia journal.

As our special support, we publish your paper in one of the following journals (you just choose one of them).

   To avoid any inconvenience, please read the following instructions carefully:
   - Send us the latest version of your paper according to the template of JCSOM by 20 May 2015.
   - The template can be downloaded from http://www.jcsom.net/cms/page.php?id=9
   - Do NOT submit your paper online to the JCSOM through a direct contact.
   - For publication of your paper in the JCSOM, contact publisher@iccms.com directly and only contact publisher@iccms.com.

   Note: There will be no support from our side for the cases that contact any other address directly.
   - Once we receive the acceptance letter from JCSOM, Journal, you will be informed to proceed to the next steps.
   - The estimated duration of getting acceptance is less than 3 months.
   - You will be charged $80 USD per paper.
   - JCSOM will be sent for evaluation to be included as ISI journal by Dec 2015.
   - The subject of your response must be JCSOM.

2. The Indian Journal of Science and Technology (ISI journal)[http://www.indist.org/]
   To avoid any inconvenience, please read the following instructions carefully:
   - Send us the latest version of your paper according to the template of the journal by 20 May 2015.
   - The manuscript preparation guidelines explained in the following link (Do NOT submit your paper online directly to the journal):
     http://www.indist.org/index.php/indist/information/authors
   - For publication of your paper in the Indist, contact publisher@iccms.com directly and only contact publisher@iccms.com.
   
   Note: There will be NO support from our side for the cases that contact any other address directly.
   - Once we receive the acceptance letter from Indist Journal, you will be informed to proceed to the next steps.
   - You will be charged $220 USD per paper (The payment should be done after getting the payment invoice from us).
   - The estimated duration of getting acceptance is 6 months.
   - The subject of your response must be INDIST.